
FUTURE PERFECT
By Milton P. Jr. ☺ educationalbrazil@gmail.com



START

Guess what this guy is                  
thinking about what he 

WILL or WON’T HAVE DONE 
before a certain time in the future.

Adapted by Milton P. Jr. ☺ educationalbrazil@gmail.com



I WON’T 
HAVE GONE 
to bed late by 

9 pm.

CHECK NEXT

21:00 
TONIGHT



I will HAVE 
TIDIED my 

room by Friday.

CHECK NEXT

Tidy room - Friday



I WON’T HAVE 
ARRIVED at 

school by 9 am 
tomorrow.

CHECK NEXT

arrive at school          
by 09:00 am 
tomorrow 



I WILL HAVE 
STUDIED hard 

by 11 o’clock         
on Thursday.

CHECK NEXT

study hard 
 11:00 am 

on Thursday



I WILL HAVE 
DONE lots of  

homework.

CHECK NEXT

do lots of  homework 
 by 5 pm today



 I WILL HAVE 
probably 

FOUGHT with 
my brother by 
the end of  the 

week.

CHECK NEXT

probably / fight / brother
end of  the week



I WON’T 
HAVE SAID  
swearwords by 
the end of  the 

day.

CHECK NEXT

say swearwords
end of  the day



I WON’T HAVE 
USED my mobile by 
the end of  the class.

CHECK NEXT

use mobile
by the end of  the class



I WILL HAVE 
HELPED with 
the reclycling  
by Saturday 

morning.

CHECK NEXT

help recycling 
by Saturday morning



I probably  WON’T 
HAVE EATEN 

much by the end of  
the week.

CHECK NEXT

probably /eat / much
by end of  the week



I WILL HAVE 
DONE lots of  

exercises         
by the end of  
the month.

CHECK NEXT

do / lots of  exercises
by end of  the month



I WILL HAVE 
HELPED 

disabled people 
by the end of  the 

year.

CHECK NEXT

help / disabled people
by end of  the year



I probably  
WON’T HAVE 

SCRIBBLED walls 
by the end of  the 

month.

CHECK NEXT

probably /scribble / walls
by end of  the month



I WON’T HAVE 
SPENT much time 
on the computer by 

the end of  the 
semester.

CHECK NEXT

spend / much time 
/ computer / by 
the end of  the 
semester



What about you?
What WILL you HAVE 

DONE by the end of  
this year?

EXIT

By Milton P. Jr. ☺ educationalbrazil@gmail.com


